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	Although this book focuses on the problems and potentials for electronic
	representations of the fundamental materials of document-based knowledge
	in literature, similar conditions obtain for representations of works
	in music, philosophy, history, the law, and religion. These fields find in
	paper documents the primary materials of their research and, as in all
	other fields, use documents as repositories of scholarly knowledge. It
	would please me if the principles emerging from this study were found
	applicable in these other fields as well.


	The title, From Gutenberg to Google, came to me in Mainz, Germany,
	at the Gutenberg Museum. As I stood looking at copies of the first book
	printed from moveable type 500 years ago – its beauty, its endurance – I
	had a vision in the form of a question: where, in 500 years, would anyone
	stand to look at a museum display of the first electronic book and would
	the words ‘‘endurance’’ and ‘‘beauty’’ come to mind? The question may
	have a breath-taking answer, though I do not know what it is. Endurance
	and beauty were, perhaps, byproducts and not the primary goal of
	Gutenberg’s enterprise. The future of electronic editing dawns as clearly
	bright to us now as the future of printing must have appeared in the first
	decades following 1452 to the scribes employed on the new medium of
	print. Other scribes employed in scriptoria continued to produce elegant
	manuscripts for over 100 years. No doubt the complex and tedious new
	technologies – casting type, composing texts using type-sorts with
	reversed letter images and representing an enormous investment of tin
	and lead, printing at large presses resembling the tools of oil and wine
	manufacturing, and involving so much labor before a single inked
	impression appeared on paper – must have seemed excessive to many
	scribes who could have copied any number of beautiful pages in half the
	time and at a fraction of the expense it took to set up a single page for
	print. But when the press began to be worked, hundreds of copies
	materialized in less time than it took to speak the text, let alone copy it.
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Literate Programming (Center for the Study of Language and Information - Lecture Notes)Center for the Study of Language, 1992

	Computer programs arc fun to write, and well-written computer pro
	grams are fun to read. One of life's greatest pleasures can be the
	composition of a computer program that you know will be a pleasure
	for other people to read, and for yourself to read.


	Computer programs can also do useful work. One of life's greatest...
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Mining Machines and Earth-Moving Equipment: Problems of Design, Research and MaintenanceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book presents central problems in the design, research and maintenance of large-size mining machines for open pits, mobile earth-moving machinery, hydraulic hammers for mining and civil engineering, and screening processes for bulk materials. It brings together the insights of numerous respected academics to offer a thorough and...
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Fourier Analysis: An Introduction (Princeton Lectures in Analysis)Princeton Press, 2003

	This first volume, a three-part introduction to the subject, is intended for students with a beginning knowledge of mathematical analysis who are motivated to discover the ideas that shape Fourier analysis. It begins with the simple conviction that Fourier arrived at in the early nineteenth century when studying problems in the physical...
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Inside Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 represents a new generation of enterprise resource
	
		planning
	
		(ERP) software. With over 1,000 new features and prebuilt industry
	
		capabilities for manufacturing, distribution, services, retail, and public sector, Microsoft
	
		Dynamics AX 2012 provides a robust platform for developers to...
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Analytically Tractable Stochastic Stock Price Models (Springer Finance)Springer, 2012

	Asymptotic analysis of stochastic stock price models is the central topic of the present volume. Special examples of such models are stochastic volatility models, that have been developed as an answer to certain imperfections in a celebrated Black-Scholes model of option pricing. In a stock price model with stochastic volatility, the random...
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iPod touch For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
touch For Dummies as a reference. With this book, you can easily find the information you need when you need it. I wrote it so that you can read from beginning to end to find out how to use your iPod touch from scratch. But this book is also organized so that you can dive in anywhere and begin reading the info you need to know for each task....
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